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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



The Goal

Simplify the implementation of fault-tolerant apps

Protect updates to persistent data structures

Use transactions

Well-understood, general mechanism

What are transactions? And, what is "acid"?

Obviously: Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability



Let's Build on Camelot
General transaction facility for Mach

Nested and distributed transactions

Recoverable virtual memory (RVM)

Implemented through Mach's external pager interface

Coda file system uses RVM

File system metadata

Persistent data for replica control

Internal housekeeping data

But not file system data

commitment strategies. Camelot relies heavily on the

external page management and interprocess

communication facilities of the Mach operating system [2],

which is binary compatible with the 4.3BSD Unix

operating system [20]. Figure 1 shows the overall structure

of a Camelot node. Each module is implemented as a

Mach task and communication between modules is via

Mach’s inteqxocess communication facilihy(IPC).
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This figure shows the intemaf structure of Camelot as welt as its

relatim-ship to application code. Camelot is composed of several

Mach tasks: Master Control, Camelot, and Node Server, as welt

as the Recovery, Transaction, and Disk Managers. Camelot

provides recoverable vittuaf memory for Data Servers; that is,

transactional operations am supported cm portions of the virtual

address space of each Data Server. Application code can be split

between Data Server and Application tasks (as in this figure), or

may be entirely linked into a Data Server’s address space. The

latter approach was used in Coda. Camelot facilities are accessed

via a library linked with application code.

Figure 1: Structure of a Camelot Node

2.2. Usage

Our interest in Camelot arose in the context of the two-

phase optimistic replication protocol used by the Coda File

System. Although the protocol does not require a

distributed commit, it does require each server to ensure the

atomicity and permanence of locat updates to meta-dafa in

the first phase. The simplest strategy for us would have

been to implement an ad hoc fault tolerance mechanism for

meta-data using some form of shadowing. But we were

curious to see what Camelot could do for us.

The aspect of Camelot that we found most useful is its

support for recoverable virtual memory [9]. This unique

feature of Camelot enables regions of a process’ virtual

address space to be endowed with the transactional

properties of atomicity, isolation and permanence. Since

we did not find a need for features such as nested or

distributed transactions, we realized that our use of

Camelot would be something of an overkill. Yet we

persisted, because it would give us first-hand experience in

the use of transactions, and because it would contribute

towards the validation of the Camelot thesis.

We placed data structures pertaining to Coda meta-data in

recoverable memoryl on servers. The meta-data included

Coda directories as well as persistent data for replica

control and internal housekeeping. The contents of each

Coda file was kept in a Unix fite on a server’s local file

system. Server recovery consisted of Camelot restoring

recoverable memory to the last committed state, followed

by a Coda salvager which ensured mutual consistency

between meta-data and data.

2.3. Experience

The most valuable lesson we learned by using Camelot was

that recoverable virtual memory was indeed a convenient

and practically useful programming abstraction for systems

like Coda. Crash recovery was simplified because data

structures were restored in situ by Camelot. Directory

operations were merely manipulations of in-memory data

structures. The Coda salvager was simple because the

range of error states it had to handle was small. Overall,

the encamulation of messv crash recoverv details into. . .

Camelot considerably simplified Coda server code.

Unfortunately, these benefits came at a high price. The

problems we encountered manifested themselves as poor

scalability, programming constraints, and d.ijjjcul~ of

maintenance. In spite of considerable effort, we were not

able to circumvent these problems. Since they were ditect

consequences of the design of CameloL we elaborate on

these problems in the following paragraphs.

A key design goal of Coda was to preserve the scalability

of AFS. But a set of carefully controlled experiments

(described in an earlier paper [30]) showed that Coda was

less scalable than AFS. These experiments also showed

that the primary contributor to loss of scalability was

increased server CPU utilization, and that Camelot was

responsible for over a third of this increase. Examination

of Coda servers in operation showed considerable paging

and context switching overheads due to the fact that each

Camelot operation involved interactions between many of

the component processes shown in Figure 1. There was no

obvious way to reduce this overhead, since it was inherent

in the implementation structure of Camelot.

lFor brevity, we often omit “virtual” from “recoverable virtuaf

memo# in the rest of this paper.
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A Rocky Relationship
Decreased scalability when compared to AFS

High CPU utilization, ~19% due to Camelot [Satya '90]

Paging and context switching overheads

Additional programming constraints

All clients must inherit from Disk Manager task

Debugging is more difficult

Clients must use kernel threads

Increased complexity

Camelot pushes Mach interface, triggers bugs

Who's to blame: Coda, Camelot, or Mach?

What are the lessons?



LRVM Design Methodology

The designer taketh away

No nested or distributed
transactions

No concurrency control

No support for recovering
from media failures

Instead, a simple, layered
approach

A second obstacle to using Camelot was the set of

programming constraints it imposed. These constraints

came in a variety of guises. For example, Camelot required

all processes using it to be descendants of the Disk

Manager task shown in Figure 1. This meant that starting

Coda servers required a rather convoluted procedure that

made our system administration scripts complicated and

fragile. It also made debugging more difficult because

starting a Coda server under a debugger was complex.

Another example of a programming constraint was that

Camelot required us to use Mach kernel threads, even

though Coda was capable of using user-level threads.

Since kernel thread context switches were much more

expensive, we ended up paying a hefty performance cost

with little to show for it.

A third limitation of Camelot was that its code size,

complexity and tight dependence on rarely used

combinations of Mach features made maintenance and

porting difficult. Since Coda was the sternest test case for

recoverable memory, we were usually the first to expose

new bugs in Camelot. But it was often hard to decide

whether a particular problem lay in Camelot or Mach.

As the cumulative toll of these problems mounted, we

looked for ways to preserve the virtues of Camelot while

avoiding its drawbacks. Since recoverable virtual memory

was the only aspect of Camelot we relied on, we sought to

distill the essence of this functionality into a realization that

was cheap, easy-to-use and had few strings attached. That

quest led to RVM.

3. Design Rationale

The central principle we adopted in designing RVM was to

value simplicity over generality. In building a tool that did

one thing well, we were heeding Lampson’s sound advice

on interface design [19]. We were also being faithful to the

long Unix tradition of keeping building blocks simple. The

change in focus from generality to simplicity allowed us to

take radically different positions from Camelot in the areas

of functionality, operating system dependence, and

structure.

3.1. Functionality

Our first simplification was to eliminate support for nesting

and distribution. A cost-benefit analysis showed us that

each could be better provided as an independent layer on

top of RVM2. While a layered implementation maybe less

efficient than a monolithic one, it has the attractive

property of keeping each layer simple. Upper layers can

Zh ~plemenwtia sketch is provided in Section 8

count on the clean failure semantics of RVM, while the

latter is only responsible for local, non-nested transactions.

A second area where we have simplified RVM is

concurrency control. Rather than having RVM insist on a

specific technique, we decided to factor out concurrency

control. This allows applications to use a policy of their

choice, and to perform synchronization at a granularity

appropriate to the abstmctions they are supporting. If

serializability is required, a layer above RVM has to

enforce it. That layer is also responsible for coping with

deadlocks, starvation and other unpleasant concurrency

control problems.

Internally, RVM is implemented to be multi-threaded and

to function correctly in the presence of true parallelism.

But it does not depend on kernel thread support, and can be

used with no changes on user-level thread

implementations. We have, in fact, used RVM with three

different threading mechanisms: Mach kernel threads [8],

coroutine C threads, and coroutine LWP [29].

Our fiml simplification was to factor out resiliency to

media failure. Standard techniques such as mirroring can

be used to achieve such resiliency. Our expectation is that

this functionality will most likely be implemented in the

device driver of a mirrored disk.

RVM thus adopts a layered approach to transactional

support, as shown in Figure 2. This approach is simple and

enhances flexibility: an application does not have to buy

into those aspects of the transactional concept that are

irrelevant to it.

Application Code

I
I Nastkg \ Distribution / SanalizabWy

Operating System
Permananca.’ media faihre

Figure 2: Layering of Functionality in RVM

3.2. Operating System Dependence

To make RVM portable, we decided to rely only on a

small, widely supported, Unix subset of the Mach system

call interface. A consequence of this decision was that we

could not count on tight coupling between RVM and the

VM subsystem. The Camelot Disk Manager module runs
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More on Methodology

The designer likes portability

Only use widely-available virtual memory primitives

No external pager, no pin/unpin calls

Rely on regular file as backing store

Slower startup: no demand paging, rather read from file (?)

Possibly slower operation: duplicate paging (VM vs. RVM)

The designer likes libraries

No curmudgeonly collection of tasks, just a library

Applications and RVM need to trust each other

Each application has its own log, not one per system

Log-structured file systems and RAID might help



RVM Interface

Backed by (external data) segments

Mapping in regions (of segments)

Mapped only once per process, must not overlap

Must be multiples of page size, page-aligned

Supported by segment loader and allocator

To track mappings and to manage persistent heap
initialize (version, options_desc);

map(region_desc, options_desc);

unmap(region desc);—

terminate;

~end_transaction (tid, commit_mode) ;

abort_transaction (tid) ;

(a) Imtialization & Mapping Operations (b) Transactional Operations

EzJ ~
query (options_desc, region_desc);

create log(options, log_len, mode);

(c)LogControlOperations
(d) Miscellaneous Operations

Figure 4: RVM Primitives

Atmnsaction is committedly end_transacti.on and

aborted via abort_transaction. By default, a

successful commit guarantees permanence of changes

madeina transaction. But an application can indicate its

willingness to accept a weaker permanence guarantee via

the commi–t_mode paratneter of end_transaction.

Such ano-@shor “lazy’’transaction has reduced commit

latency since a log force is avoided. To ensure persistence

ofits no-flush transactions the application must explicitly

flush RVM’S write-ahead log tim time to time. When

used in this manner, RVM provides bounded persistence,

where the boundis the period between log flushes. Note

thatatomicityisguaranteed independentofpermanence.

Figure4(c)shows thetwooperations providedbyRVM for

controlling the use of the write-ahead log. The first

operation, flush, blocks until all committed no-flush

transactions have been forced to disk. The second

operation, truncate, blocks until all committed changes

in the write-ahead log have been reflected to external data

segments. Log truncation is usually performed

transparently in the background by RVM. But since this is

a potentially long-running and resource-intensive

operation, we have provided a mechanism for applications

to control its timing.

The final set of primitives, shown in Figure 4(d), perform a

variety of functions. The query operation allows an

application to obtain information such as the number and

identity of uncommitted transactions in a region. The

set_opt i ons operation sets a variety of tuning knobs

such as the threshold for triggering log truncation and the

sizes of internal buffers. Using c reate_log, an

application can dynamically create a write-ahead log and

then use it in an initialize operation.

5. Implementation

Since RVM draws upon well-known techniques for

building transactional systems, we restrict our discussion

here to two important aspects of its implementation: log

management and optimization. The RVM manual [22]

offers many further details, and a comprehensive treatment

of transactional implementation techniques can be found in

Gray and Reuter’s text [14].

5.1. Log Management

5.1.1. Log Format

RVM is able to use a no-undo/redo value logging

strategy [3] because it never reflects uncommitkd changes

to an external data segment. The implementation assumes

that adequate buffer space is available in virtual memory

for the old-value records of uncommitted transactions.

Consequently, only the new-value records of committed

transactions have to be written to the log. The format of a

typical log record is shown in Figure 5.

The bounds and contents of old-value records are known to

RVM from the set-range operations issued during a

transaction. Upon commit, old-value records are replaced

by new-value records that reflect the current contents of the

corresponding ranges of memory. Note that each modified

range results in only one new-value record even if that

range has been updated many times in a transaction. The

final step of transaction commitment consists of forcing the

new-value records to the log and writing out a commit

record.

No-restore and no-flush transactions are more efficient.

The former result in both time and space spacings since the

contents of old-value records do not have to be copied or

buffered. The latter result in considerably lower commit

latency, since new-value and commit records can be

spooled rather than forced to the log.
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RVM Implementation

No undo/redo log, just new values

Old values buffered in virtual memory

Bounds and contents of old-value records
determined by set-range operation

No-restore and no-flush transactions for efficiency (?)

RaveraeD!splacemerrts

Tram Ranw
Hdr Hdr 1

1 1 !1 *I

FoIwwd Dkplacements

‘this log record has three medifimtimr ranges. The bidirectional displacements records aUow the log to be read either way.

Figure 5: Format of a Typical Log Record

Tail Displacements

I

l}
Head Dlsplacenrents

‘rttis figure shows the organization of a log during epoch truncation. The current tail of the log is to the right of the area marked “current epoch.

The log wraps around logically, and irmemal synchronization in RVM allows forward processing in the current epoch white truncation is in

progress. When truncation is ccmplete, the area marked “truncation epoch” wilt be freed for new log records.

Figure 6: Epoch Truncation

5.1.2. Crash Recovery and Log Truncation

Crash recovery consists of RVM first reading the log from

tail to head, then constructing an in-memory tree of the

latest committed changes for each data segment

encountered in the log. The trees are then traversed,

applying modifications in them to the corresponding

external data segment. Finally, the head and tail location

information in the log status block is updated to reflect an

empty log. The idempotency of recovery is achieved by

delaying this step until all other recovery actions are

complete.

Truncation is the process of reclaiming space allocated to

log entries by applying the changes contained in them to

the recoverable data segment. Periodic truncation is

necessary because log space is finite, and is triggered

whenever current log size exceeds a preset fraction of its

total size. In our experience, log truncation has proved to

be the hardest part of RVM to implement correctly. To

minimize implementation effort, we initially chose to reuse

crash recovery code for truncation. In this approach,

referred to as epoch truncation, the crash recovery

procedure described above is applied to an initial part of

the log while concurrent forward processing occurs in the

rest of the log. Figure 6 depicts the layout of a log while an

epoch truncation is in progress.

Although exclusive reliance on epoch truncation is a

logically correct strategy, it substantially increases log

traffic, degrades forward processing more than necessary,

and results in bursty system performance. Now that RVM

is stable and robust, we are implementing a mechanism for

incremental truncation during normal operation. This

mechanism periodically renders the oldest log entries

obsolete by writing out relevant pages directly from VM to

the recoverable data segment. To preserve the no-

undo/redo property of the log, pages that have been

modified by uncommitted transactions cannot be written

out to the recoverable data segment. RVM maintains

internal locks to ensure that incremental truncation does

not violate this propwty. Certain situations, such as the

presence of long-running transactions or sustained high

concurrency, may result in incremental truncation being

blocked for so long that log space becomes critical. Under

those circumstances, RVM reverts to epoch truncation.

Page Vector

Unumm-med
R8fCni

B*
Resewed

P
1 : : :

PagaQueua
head tail

,.. -----
,. ----
,,- !.,

:

&jR4~

IOghead Log Records kg tail

This figure shows the key data structures involved in incremental

truncation. RI through R5 are log entries. The reserved bit in

page vector entries is used as an intemaf leek. Since page P1 is

at the head of the page queue and has an tmcornrrdtted reference

count of zero, it is the first page to be written to the recoverable

data segment. The log head dces not move, since P2 has the

same log offset as PI. P2 is written next, and the log head is

moved to P3’s log offset. Incremental truncation is now blocked

until P3’s uncommitted reference count drops tn zero.

Figure 7: Incremental Truncation

Figure 7 shows the two data structures used in incremental

truncation. The first data structure is a page vector for each

mapped region that maintains the modification status of

that region’s pages. The page vector is loosely analogous

to a VM page table: the entry for a page contains a dirty bit

and an uncommitted reference count. A page is marked
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Recovery and Log Truncation

Recovery: traverse log, build in-memory 
representation, apply modifications, update disk

Truncation: apply recovery on old epoch of log

Significant advantage: same code as for recovery

Disadvantages

Increases log traffic

Degrades forward processing

Results in bursty system performance

Alternative: incremental truncation

Not quite ready for prime-time (as of '93)



Optimizations

Intra-transaction

Ignore duplicate set-range calls

Coalesce overlapping or adjacent memory ranges

Inter-transaction

For no-flush transactions, discard old log records
before a log flush



Experimental Evaluation
Complexity: source size

RVM: 10 KLoC main + 10 KLoC utilities

Camelot: 60 KLoC main + 10 KLoC utilities

Performance: modified TPC-A benchmark

Simulates hypothetical bank

Accesses in-memory data structures

Uses three account access patterns

Best case: sequential

Worst case: random

Between case: localized

70% txns ➙ 5% pgs, 25% ➙ 15%, 5% ➙ 80%



Evaluation: Throughput

What metric does the x-axis represent?

Why does Camelot perform considerably worse?

No. of

Accounts

32768

65536

98304

131072

163840

196608

229376

262144

294912

327680

360448

393216

425984

458752

Rmem

Pmem

12.5%

25.0%

37.5%

50.0%
62.5%

75.0%

87.5%

100.0%

112.5%

125.0%

137.5%

150.0%

162.5%

175.0%

RVM (Trarts/See)

Sequential

48.6 (0.0)

48.5 (0.2)

48.6 (0.0)

48.2 (0.0)

48.1 (0.0)

47.7 (0.0)

47.2 (0.1)

46.9 (0.0)

46.3 (0.6)

46.9 (0.7)

48.6 (0.0)

46.9 (0.2)

46.5 (0.4)

46.4 (0.4)

Random

47.9 (0.0)

46.4 (0.1)

45.5 (0.0)

44.7 (0.2)

43.9 (0.0)

43.2 (0.0)

42.5 (0.0)

41.6 (0.0)

40.8 (0.5)

39.7 (0.0)

33.8 (0.9)

33.3 (1.4)

30.9 (0.3)

27.4 (0.2)

Localized

47.5 (0.0)

46.6 (0.0)

46.2 (0.0)

45.1 (0.0)

44.2 (0.1)

43.4 (0.0)

43.8 (0.1)

41.1 (0.0)

39.0 (0.6)

39.0 (0.5)

40.0 (0.0)

39.4 (0.4)

38.7 (0.2)

35.4 (1.0)

Camelot (Tkans/See)

Sequential

48.1 (0.0)

48.2 (0.0)

48.9 (0.1)

48.1 (0.0)

48.1 (0.0)

48.1 (0.4)

48.2 (0.2)

48.0 (0.0)

48.0 (0.0)

48.1 (0.1)

48.3 (0.0)

48.9 (0.0)

48.0 (0.0)

47.7 (0.0)

Random

41.6 (0.4)

34.2 (0.3)

30.1 (0.2)

29.2 (0.0)

27.1 (0.2)

2S.8 (1.2)

23.9 (0.1)

21.7 (0.0)

20.8 (0.2)

19.1 (0.0)

18.6 (0.0)

18.7 (0.1)

18.2 (0.0)

17.9 (0.1)

L&sstized

44.5 (0.2)

43.1 (0.6)

41.2 (0.2)

41.3 (0.1)

40.3 (0.2)

39.5 (0.8)

37.9 (0.2)

35.9 (0.2)

35.2 (0.1)

33.7 (0.0)

33.3 (0.1)

32.4 (0.2)

32.3 (02)

31.6 (0.0)

‘M table presents the measured steady-state throughput, in transactions per second, of RVM and Camelot on the benchmark described in Section

‘7.1. 1. The cohmm labekd “Rmem/Pmem” ~ivw the ratio of recoverable to physi~ m~ow si= Ea* dam -t t$ves tie mea SSIdStSSSda~

deviatiar (in parenthesis) of the three trials {ith most consistent results, chosen from a set of five to eight. ‘Dse experiments were conducted on a

DEC 50W200 with 64MB of main memory and separate disks for the log, external data segment, and paging file. Only one thread was used to

nm the benchmark. Only processes relevant to the benchmark mrr on the machine during the experiments. Transactions were required to be fully

atomic and permanent. Inter- and intra-transaction optirnizations were enabled in the case of RVM, but not effective for this benchmark. This

version of RVM only supported epoeh truncation; we expect incremental truncation to improve performance significantly.

Table 1: Transactional Throughput
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(a) Best and Worst Cases (b) Average Case

These plots illustrate the data in Table 1. For clarity, the average case is presented separately from the best and worst eases.

Figure 8: Transactional Throughput

For localized account access, Figure 8(b) shows that

RVM’S throughput drops almost linearly with increasing

recoverable memory size. But the drop is relatively slow,

and performance remains acceptable even when

recoverable memory size approaches physical memory

size, Camelot’s throughput also drops linearly, and is

consistently worse than RVM’S throughput.

These measurements confirm ‘that RVM’S simplicity is not

an impediment to good performance for its intended

application domain. A conservative interpretation of the

data in Table 1 indicates that applications with good

locality can use up to 40% of physical memory for active

recoverable data, while keeping throughput degradation to

less than 10%. Applications with poor locality have to

restrict active recoverable data to less than 25% for similar

performance. Inactive recoverable data can be much

larger, constrained only by startup latency and virtual

memory limits imposed by the operating system. The

comparison with Camelot is especially revealing. In spite

of the fact that RVM is not integrated with VM, it is able to

outperform Camelot over a broad range of workloads.
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Evaluation: CPU Utilization

How did they arrive at these numbers?

I.e., did they repeat the original experiments

Why does Camelot require so much more CPU?

_ _ Cmmelot Rrndom

— Cwldot Sequa?ntial

. . RVM Random

_ RVM Sequential
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(a) Worst and Best Cases (b) Average Case

These plots depict the measured CPU usage of RVM and Camelot during tbe experiments described in Secticm 7.1.2. As in Figure 8, we have

separated the average ease from the best and worst cases for visuat clarity. To save space, we have omitted the table of data (similar to Table 1)

on which these plots are based.

Figure 9: Amortized CPU Cost per Transaction

Although we were gratified by these results, we were

puzzled by Camelot’s behavior. For low ratios of

recoverable to physical memory we had expected both

Camelot’s and RVM’S throughputs to be independent of

the degree of locality in the access pattern. The data shows

that this is indeed the case for RVM. But in Camelot’s

case, throughput is highly sensitive to locality even at the

lowest recoverable to physical memory ratio of 12.5%. At

that ratio Camelot’s throughput in transactions per second

drops from 48.1 in the sequential case to 44.5 in the

lecalized case, and to 41.6 in the random case.

Closer examination of the raw data indicates that the drop

in throughput is attributable to much higher levels of

paging activity sustained by the Camelot Disk Mamger.

We conjecture that this increased paging activity is induced

by an overly aggressive log truncation strategy in the Disk

Manager. During truncation, the Disk Manager writes out

all dirty pages referenced by entries in the affected portion

of the log. When truncation is frequent and account access

is random, many opportunities to amortize the cost of

writing out a dirty page across multiple transactions are

IOSL Less ffequent truncation or sequential account access

result in fewer such lost opportunities.

7.2. Scalability

As discussed in Section 2.3, Camelot’s heavy toll on the

sealability of Coda servers was a key influence on the

design of RVM. It is therefore appropriate to ask whether

RVM has yielded the anticipated gains in scalability. The

ideal way to answer this question would be to repeat the

experiment mentioned in Section 2.3, using RVM instead

of Camelot. Unfortunately, such a direct comparison is not

feasible because server hardware has changed

considerably. Instead of IBM RTs we now use the much

faster Decstation 5000/200s. Repeating the original

experiment on current hardware is also not possible,

because Coda servers now use RVM to the exclusion of

Camelot.

Consequently, our evaluation of RVM’S sealability is based

on the same set of experiments deseribed in Section 7.1.

For each trial of that set of experiments, the total CPU

usage on the machine was recorded. Since no extraneous

activity was present on the machine, all CPU usage

(whether in system or user mode) is attributable to the

running of the benchmark. Dividing the total CPU usage

by the number of transactions gives the average CPU cost

per transaction, which is our metric of scalability. Note

that this metric amortizes the cost of sporadic activities like

log truncation and page fault servicing over all

transactions.

Figure 9 compares the sealability of RVM and Camelot for

each of the three access patterns described in Section 7.1.1,

For sequential account access, RVM requires about half the

CPU usage of Camelot. The actual values of CPU usage

remain almost constant for both systems over all the

recoverable memory sizes we examined.

For random account access, Figure 9(a) shows that both

RVM and Camelot’s CPU usage increase with recoverable

memory size. But it is astonishing that even at the limit of

our experimental range, RVM’S CPU usage is less than

Camelot’s. In other words, the inefficiency of page fault

handling in RVM is more than compensated for by its

lower inherent overhead.
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Evaluation: Optimizations

On Coda servers (transactions are flushed)

~21% log size savings

On Coda clients (transactions are mostly no-flush)

48% – 82% log size savings

Arguably more important b/c clients have fewer resources,
may run on battery



What Do You Think?

Wait a Minute...



Appel & Li: Persistent Stores

Basic idea: persistent object heap

Modifications can be committed or aborted

Advantage over traditional DBs: object accesses
are (almost) as fast as regular memory accesses

Implementation strategy

Database is memory mapped file

Uncommitted writes are temporary

Detected by virtual memory system

RVM: ProtN, Trap, Unprot...



What Do You Think?


